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ABSTRACT

This thesis work is aimed at the development of a sorting technique for Unicode

BangIa text. Use of different forms of same letter with different set of rules in BangIa

and dissimilarities of Unicode-Bangia has made the straightfOlward development of
the sort algorithm very difficult.

To invent a sorting technique that will follow Unicode and BangIa Academy

dictionary, several ways have been considered. Unicode is the global technology and

we also can't avoid the rule of BangIa Academy dictionary. As during the registration

of Bangia in Unicode the participation of BangIa Academy was absent, that's why the

order of Unicode BangIa alphabets does not follow the proper sorting order as people

use. Therefore, we need to consider a technique to develop Unicode-BangIa

Academy combination to computerized BangIa. There are several keyboards,

encoding systems, fonts for word processing in Bangia. But there is no system that

can sort Bangia according to the Dictionary order as well as open order. So an

independent sorting program was necessary for keeping our Language alive in leT

sector as we cant avoid Unicode whatever it includes for BangIa.

For the adjustment of modifier placement, several ways have been considered.

Modifiers don't come in the right place while typing. So first, we tried a technique to

place them in their proper place for sorting. Then an ancillary table has been

developed which follows comprehensive mapping between Unicode and BangIa

Academy dictionary sort order. Then a numbering system came for determining a

value that represents the sort weight for a whole BangIa word. Finally, the rest of the

job was simple, just to sort the words according to the value extracted with the help

of the ancillary table. The ancillary table supports the probation of future order

change of any alphabet without causing the coding system to be re-written.



Chapter 1: An Introduction to Unicode
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I.l Unicode and the Encoding System

Unicode [1,2] provides a unique number for every character, independent of the

platform, the program and the language. Fundamentally, computers just deal with

numbers. Numbers also represents letters internally. When Unicode was absent,

many encoding systems were reigning and there was no encoding system that

contains enough characters. Even for a single language like English no single

encoding was adequate for all the letters, punctuation, and technical symbols in

common use. These multi-encoding systems also conflicted with one-another. i.e.

two encoding can use the same number for two different characters, or use different

numbers for the same character. Any given computer needs to support many different

encoding; yet, whenever data is passed between different encoding and platforms,

that data always runs the risk of corruption.

1.2 Replacement of the Existing Character Encoding System by
Unicode

Unicode provides a unique number for every character independent the platfonn,

program and language. All the leading worldwide industries have adopted the

Unicode Standard. Unicode is required by modem standards and is the official way

to implement ISO/IEC 10646 [3,4]. It is supported in many operating systems,

modem browsers, and many other products. The widespread use of the Unicode

Standard, and the availability of tools supporting it, is among the most significant

recent global software technology trends. Versions of the Unicode Standard are fully

compatible and synchronized with the corresponding versions of International

Standard ISO/IEC 10646. Unicode Standard provides additional information about

the characters and their use. Any implementation that is conformant to Unicode is

also conform ant to ISO/IEC 10646. Unicode provides a consistent way of encoding

multilingual plain text and brings order to a chaotic state of affairs that has made it

difficult to exchange text files internationally. The design of Unicode is based on the

simplicity and consistency of ASCII [5], but goes far beyond ASCII's limited ability

to encode only the Latin alphabet. The Unicode Standard provides the capacity to

encode all of the characters used for the written languages of the world. To keep

character coding simple and efficient, the Unicode Standard assigns each character a
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umque numeric value and name. The goal of Unicode is to use a single 16-bit

encoding that provides code points for more than 95,000 characters. Those numbers

of characters are sufficient for encoding most of the many thousands of characters
used in major languages of the world.

1.3 What are the Unicode Standard Characters

The Unicode Standard defines codes for characters used in all the major languages

written today. Scripts include many scripts of Asia, European alphabetic scripts,

Middle Eastem right-to-left scripts. The Unicodc Standard further includes

punctuation marks, diacritics, mathematical symbols, technical symbols, arrows,

dingbats, etc. It provides codes for diacritics, which are modifying character marks

such as the tilde (-), which are used in conjunction with base characters to represent

accented letters. In all, the Unicode Standard provides codes for 95,221 [6J

characters from the world's alphabets, ideograph sets, and symbol collections.

The Unicode Standard also reserves code points for private usc. Vendors or end users

can assign these intemally for their own characters and symbols, or use them with

specialized fonts. There are 6,400 [6J private use code points on the BMP and

another 131,068 [6J supplementary private use code points, should 6,400 be
insufficient for particular applications.

1.4 Forms of Encoding

Character encoding standards define not only the identity of each character and its

numeric value, or code point, but also how this value is represented in bits. The

Unicode Standard defines three encoding fonns that allow the same data to be

transmitted in a byte, word or double word oriented fomlat. All three encoding fomls

encode the same common character repertoire and can be efficiently transfonned into
one another without loss of data.

UTF-8 [7J is popular for HTML and similar Protocols. UTF-8 is a way of

transfomling all Unicode characters into a variable length encoding of bytes. It has

the advantages that the Unicode characters corresponding to the familiar ASCII set

have the same byte values as ASCII, and that Unicode characters transfomled into
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UTF-8 can be used with much existing software without extensive software
rewrites.

UTF-16 [7] is popular in many environments that need to balance efficient access to

characters with economical use of storage. It is reasonably compact and all the

heavily used characters fit into a single 16-bit code unit, while all other characters are
accessible via pairs of 16-bit code units.

UTF-32 (7] is popular where memory space is no concern, but fixed width, single

code unit access to characters is desired. Each Unicode character is encoded in a
single 32-bit code unit when using UTF-32.

All three encoding forms need at most 4 bytes of data for each character.

1.5 Interpreting Characters and Rendering Glyphs

The difference between identifying a code point and rendering it on screen or paper

is crucial to understanding the Unicode Standard's role in text processing. The

character identified by a Unicode code point is an abstract entity, such as "LATIN

CHARACTER CAPITAL A" or "BENGALI DIGIT 5." The mark made on screen or

paper -- called a glyph -- is a visual representation of the character.

The Unicode Standard does not define glyph images. The standard defines how

characters are interpreted, not how glyphs are rendered. The software or hardware-

rendering engine of a computer is responsible for the appearance of the characters on

the screen. The Unicode Standard does not specify the size, shape, nor style of on-
screen characters.

1.6 BangIa Computing and Unicode

Bangia computing [16] is not the representation of BangIa typing only. It is the

combination of the fuillifecycle of a process performed in Bangia. The input, output,

interface, command, database, sorting, searching, character set will be used in

BangIa. In Bangia computing, character set is more important than the Keyboard.

Because an input can be obtained not only from a Keyboard, but also from a Optical

Character Reader (OCR), Voice Recognizer, and Pattern Recognizer, etc. But the
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important thing is that how that input is stored in a computer. There are several

software available in market for BangIa computing, but these software do not abide

by any standard rule. So the other does not recognize the character format used by

one software. So a worldwide standard is very much needed for BangIa computing.

1.7 Unicode and BangIa: Some Contrast

Unicode takes the similar languages into a common group and applies similar rules

for the languages of a same group. Devanagari, Bengali, Gurmukhi, Gujarati, Oriya,

Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Sinhala, Thai, Lao, Tibetan, Myanmar, Khmer

are in same group. Ancestor of all the fifteen languages is Bramhi. So the Unicode

structure and applicability of all these languages are almost similar. Bangia

Language was first included in Unicode 2.0 version. Unicode always distinguishes

any alphabet set into two parts. One is called World Script and another is called

Glyph. In Bangia, the base letters (vowel and consonants) are considered as World

Script and the Modifiers (vowel and consonant modifiers) are considered as Glyph.

Unicode does not give a different code point for a same character's modified form.

That's why the compound or joint characters of BangIa are not included in Unicode.

But proper character sequence will display the appropriate output for Bangia, as

Unicode does not consider the display format of any character but only deals with the
internal representation.

Some common signs of Bangia are not present in Unicode. Such as I (Dari sign) of

BangIa. Unicode standard says that if a same character is allocated in a different

language's Unicode character set, then it will not get another code point again. I

(Dari) has been allocated in Hindi character set, so it will not get a code point again

in Unicode and there is no restriction to use the I symbol of Hindi in Bangia.

Most important point of view to us is, the sorting order of Unicode is not the usual

sorting order of the people who talks in BangIa. Unicode doesl1't follow the

dictionary order of Bangia Academy. So the sorting result we get from Unicode is

useless to us. This is different from the common sorting techniques used in other

languages e.g. English. In English, sorting will mean simply arranging the characters

according to their Unicode values. No such privilege can be mentioned for Bangia.
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1.8 Bangia or Bengali

We, the people use Bangia feel convenient to say our Language as Bangia. But the

British ruled our Indian-subcontinent for two hundred years. So they twisted the

name of our language and in front of the world, BangIa is written as Bengali and also

has been registered in Unicode as Bengali. But there is no difference between
Bengali and Bangia.



Chapter 2: Bangia and Works Related with Bangia
Computing
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2.1 Brief History of BangIa

Bangia [8,9] is the official language of Bangladesh. It is also spoken in West Bengal.

Bangalees protected BangIa from the clutches of Pakistani oppressors in 1952 by

preventing Urdu from being the only state language of Pakistan where a vast number

of people spoke in Bangia. Bangalees had to sacrifice lives for their mother tongue

on 21st February, 1952 [10]. 21st February has been declared as the Intemational

Mother Language Day by UNESCO [11].

Bangia along with two other cognate languages, Assamese and Oriya, as well as

Magadhi, Maithi/i and Bhojpuri in southeast zone forms a linguistic group. Their

immediate source can be traced back to the Magadhi Prakrit or Eastern Prakrit that

was brought to this area from Magadh (or Bihar) and the language of Gauda-Banga

with other eastem languages developed through Magadhi Apabhramsa. Genetically

Bangia is derived from Indo-Aryan (IA) or the Indic sub-branch of the Indo-Iranian

branch of the Indo-European (IE) family of languages. The literary documents of IA

language in Indian Peninsula can be classified into three periods according to their
linguistic changes.

(i) Old Indo-Aryan (1500 BC/1200 BC - 600 BC)

(ii) Middle Indo-Aryan (600 BC -1000 AD)

(iii) New Indo-Aryan (1000 AD - Present Time)
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Indo Europ ean

~

I
Assamese

Kenturn

I
Vedic (Rig- Veda)

I
Satam (3500 BC)

I I
Albanic Armenic Balto-Slavic) Aryan (2500 BC)

I~---~I----I
Dardic Iranic Indic (1500-1200 BC)

I
Old Indo-Aryan (c 1000 BC)

I
Old spoken Indo-Aryan

I ~,m,~, 7=,"":~:,-cc,
Old Udichya Old Sauraseni Language of Pali Old Prachya (400 BC)

Ashoka inscriptions I
I I I I

Old Sinhalese Maharastrir Ardha-Magadhi Magadhi Gouri Prakrit (c 200 BC)
Prakrit Prakrit Prakrit I

Gouri Apabhramsa (c 400-600 AD)

~I--~I----I
Blhari Old Oriya Banga Kamrupi (c 500 AD)

I
BangIa (650 AD)

Figure 2.1.' Evolution of Bangia

The inadequacy of written documents of immediate Pre-Bengali period is one of the

most important limitations to find out the gradual change from Apabhramsa, to the

historic period of Bangia (16th century AD). There is no document of Magadhi-

Apabhramsa except a small inscription. Till the 16th century, all the documents are

copies of the original with varying degrees of correctness. After the 16th Century

AD, the documents have more or less survived. Based on these documents, Bangia

has three distinct periods:

1. Old BangIa: AD 950/1000 - AD 1200/1350
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2. Middle Bangia: AD 1350 - AD 1800

(i) Early Middle BangIa AD 1350 - AD 1450/1600

(ii) Late Middle BangIa AD 1600 - AD 1800

3. Modem BangIa: AD 1800 - today.

2.2 BangIa Alphabet

BangIa alphabet originated from Brahmi alphabet of the Asokan inscriptions. The

BangIa script in its present printed form took shape in 1778 when printing types were

first cast by Charles Wilkins. There still remained a few archaic forms and these

were finally replaced in the middle of the nineteenth century.

There are II vowel and 39 consonant characters in modem Bangia alphabet. They

are called basic characters. As each of these basic characters has a stand-alone code

(character) in the common core, this set is also referred to as primary or independent

character set. The concept of upper/lower case is absent in BangIa.

2.3 Previously Conducted Works Related to BangIa Computing

Rahman and Iqbal [14] proposed a linguistic approach for BangIa Sorting that

includes an algorithm. They discussed the problems of sorting with the fixation of

the internal representation with the help of a self-developed BangIa editor and using

a simplified keyboard layout. That work was conducted in 1998 and that was not

Unicode enabled. As the character arrangement was proprietary so the algorithm

can't be applicable for Unicode.

Zibran, et al [13] suggested an extension of [14] based on character-to-character

comparison. But that work was also not based upon Unicode standard. As the

character arrangement was proprietary and deals with compound character as a full

character, so the algorithm can't be applicable for Unicode.

Ankur [15] is working toward supporting Bangia language on GNU/Linux operating

system. They are working on providing BangIa support for some major XServer

applications such as office suites, database, development tools and desktop

environments like GNOME, KDE.
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Bornosoft [17] has developed Unicode enabled word processors. That word

processor is also supported by other adjunct activities like save as PDF, insert table,

image, object, equation, pagination, header-footer, page setup, check spelling errors

etc.

Recently BIOS Group [18] has developed many Bangia supported innovations

through open source technology such as BangIa Operating System, Bangia Office

Applications, Bangia Internet Content Technology, Bangia Search Engine, Language

Processing, BangIa Database Technology, Unicode Open Type BangIa Font, Bijoy to

Unicode converter etc.

Proshika Computing System (PCS) [19] has developed several software concerned

with Bangia computing. These are Proshika Shabda (Word Processor), Nirbhool

(Spell Checker), Anayrup (BangIa Text Converter), Proshika Data (BangIa Fox Pro

Database). But these products are not Unicode enabled.

Hoque [20] analyzed the Alphabetic properties of Bangia and developed a Bangia

Spell Checker but that was not Unicode Enabled.

Ananda Computers has developed the most ever used Bangia keyboard Bijoy but it is

not Unicode enabled.

Ultimately, many works has been conducted for the development of Bangia

computing, But there is no Unicode enabled sorting system available which sorts

according to the order of Bangia Academy as well as open order.



Chapter 3: Sorting in Bangia: Technical and Linguistic
Difficulties.
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3.1 Dissimilarities Between BangIa Alphabet and Unicode
Character Set

BangIa Academy is the organization looking after the standardization, development

and publicity of Bangia. According to Bangia Academy there are 50 alphabets and

90 compound characters, 9 vowel modifiers and 6 consonant modifiers in Bangia

language [12]. The total number of glyphs is 155 in Bangia. On the other hand there

are 120 allocated places for Bangia in Unicode [I]. Among them 90 places are

occupied by BangIa alphabet, numbers, usual symbols and 30 is reserved. Among the

90 character defined by Unicode 22 is not recognizable by BangIa Academy. On the

other hand Unicode doesn't recognize 94 characters of Bangia Academy recognized

character including compound characters. But Unicode says that those characters that

are composed of two or more characters wont get a space in Unicode. But as the

Unicode is the recent technology trend, we don't have any option to think anything

except Unicode. Therefore, we invented a technique that will serve our purpose. We

worked upon any Unicode document and tried to apply anything over that. Another

problem is that Unicode does not follow the sort order of BangIa Academy. The sort

order suggested by BangIa Academy is different comparing with Unicode and

BangIa Academy as well as any usual BangIa sort order is different from Unicode.

Alphabet Unicode Ban21a Academy
"'I 0985 ...J
"'11 0986 ...J
~ 0987 ...J
';( 0988 ...J

'" 0989 ...J
\> 098A ...J
'II 0983 ...J
<!I 098F ...J
<!1 0990 ...J
<3 0993 ...J
'8 0994 ...J
~ 0982 ...J, 0983 ...J
~ 0981 ...J

'I' 0995 ...J
"! 0996 ...J
'1 0997 ...J

Table 3.1: Differences between BangIa Academy and Unicode Characters



'I 0998 -J
10 0999 -J
D 099A -J
0: 099B -J
'Sf 099C -J
'II 099D -J
<'ll 099E -J
1: 099F -J
~ 09AO -J
15 09Al -J
10 09DC -J
1> 09A2 -J
D 09DD -J
'! 09A3 -J
'0 09A4 -J
'Sf X -J
Q) 09A5 -J
" 09A6 -J
'"l 09A7 -J
~ 09A8 -J
" 09AA -J
~ 09AB -J
'@ 09AC -J
'lI 09AD -J
<Q 09AE -J
J! 09AF -J
0: 09DF -J
'<l 0980 -J
fj 0982 -J
'I' 0986 -J
'Of 0987 -J
'f 0988 -J
'I 0989 -J
ifi X -J
'iJ X -J
~ x -J
"I' X -J
'Jl X -J
11 x -J
'Ii X -J
••• x -J
~ x -J
'f X -J
""l X -J
""l X -J

Table 3.1: Differences between BangIa Academy and Unicode Characters (Contd.)
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10 X V
1"i X V
D.!la X V
"" x V
~ x V
'" x V
'l' X V
~ x V
iii! X V
~ x V
\l X V
"'" x V
'I X V-u x V
"5 X V
'is X V
~ x V
II X V
~ x V
'J X V
'<! X V
'fl X V
'l'l X V
"' x V
~ x V
~ x V
iii! X V-u x V
"5 X V
'is X V
~ x V
'" x V-.;: x V., x V
'Ii X V
~ x V
"ll X V
~ x V
<:t X V
~ x V
"f X V
~ x V
" x V
"iii X V
"'1'1 X V

Table 3.1.' Differences between Bangia Academy and Unicode Characters (Contd.)

20



"!'" X -,f
"'" x -,f
'lI' X -,f
'if X -,f

" x -,f
•• x -,f
!! X -,f
..;; x -,f

'" x -,f
<l X -,f
"ll X -,f
'iI X -,f
"0 X -,f
"'!! X -,f,. x -,f
~ x -,f
10 X -,f
'll X -,f
~ x -,f
"i' X -,f
'\l X -,f
'l' X -,f
~ x -,f
>U X -,f
<Z X -,f
"" x -,f
""I X -,f
""i' X -,f
~ x -,f
~ x -,f
'J!' X -,f
1 09BE -,f
f 09BF -,f. 09Cl -,f
, 09C2 -,f
< 09C3 -,f
~ 09C7 -,f
t 09C8 -,f

~ 1 09CB -,f
~1 09CC -,f

" x -,f
'l X -,f
J X -,f

" x -,f

- x -,f

21
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, X ":. 098C X
09BC X

- 09CO X
- 09C4 X
- 09CO X
1 0907 X
"4l 09EO X
:., 09EI X, 09E2 X
:. 09E3 X
0 09E6 X
3l 09FO X
'1 09FI X
- 09F2 X
b 09F3 X
- 09F4 X
- 09F5 X
- 09F6 X
I 09F7 X
- 09F8 X
0 09F9 X
--- 09FA X

Table 3.1: Differences between Bangia Academy and Unicode Characters (Contd)

BangIa compound characters can have some different levels of comparison. A

compound character can have two, three and four characters embedded into it.

Compound Number of embedded Decomposed form Example
Character characters

~ 2 91+'" 'i{~
""i 3 'Sf+'Sf+'l ~
;j!J 4 'l+"'+iH"l ~

Table 3.2: Compound characters and their level

So if a left biased modifier comes before any base letter, we can't simply place it

after the base letter while doing the actual sorting [13]. We need to place it after the

character following it. The letter after the left biased modifier can be a one, two or

three level compound character. As Unicode does not support a single Unicode value
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for a compound character, we need to consider how many characters are following

the left biased modifier.

3.2 Special Characteristics of BangIa

Like most languages, BangIa alphabet is divided into vowels and consonants. Like

many South Asian languages, all of the vowels in BangIa have two forms. The

selection of forms depends on the purpose of using a vowel in a word. If a vowel

sounds independently, the principal form of vowel is used, and if a vowel guides the

sounds of a consonant or a group of a consonant, a different non-principal foml of

vowel is used e.g. Table 3.3. Let the non-principal form of vowels be called the half-

vowels. Among the half vowels are written on the left and some are on the right and

some are on the bottom of the associate consonants. Like the right placed half

vowels, bottom placed half-vowels comes after the base letter in the type sequence.

There are few half vowels, which are written in two parts in the traditional Bangia

typing system, but according to Unicode rule, a vowel modifier should not be

distinguished into parts. These kinds of biasing of vowels have made Bangia the

complex one among the south Asian languages.

Like many Asian languages, here also two or more consonants might form a group, a

compound consonant. A compound consonant is not always just the juxtaposition of

the group of consonants in their principal forms. By introducing one or two different

forms of some consonants besides the principal form, it is possible to display a

number of compound consonants by concatenation. Let these non-principal forms of

consonants be called half consonants e.g. Table 3.4. But this technique of using half

consonants will not work to display a few compound consonants that have no

resemblance with the group of consonants they represent. In such case a distinct

letter has to be used which also demands distinct position in alphabet list. Thus

occupy a large numbers of distinct character values to represent all of them.

Principal form of vowel Non-principal form of vowel

'511 1
~ f
'51 ~



15 <f
~ ~
~

<
I!l c
<!f t
'S C1
>(j cT

Table 3.3: Principal and Modified Forms 0/ Vowel

Principal form of Consonant Non-principal form of Consonant

Of ~
<f oj

\9l J
'S ~
>(j ...
~ •

Table 3.4: Principal and Modified Forms o/Consonant
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4.] Sort Algorithm

In computer science and mathematics, a sort algorithm [21] is an algorithm that puts

elements of a list into order by means of a certain ordering, often lexicographical.

Efficient sorting is important to optimizing the use of other algorithms (such as

search algorithms and merge algorithms) that require sorted lists to work correctly; it

is also often useful for canonicalizing data and for producing human-readable output.

4.2 Classification of Sort Algorithm

Sort algorithms used in computer science are often classified by:

• Computational complexity (worst, average and best behavior) in terms of the

size of the list (11). Typically, good behavior is 0(11 log 11) and bad behavior is

O(n'). Sort algorithms which only use an abstract key comparison operation

always need at least O(n log n) comparisons on average; sort algorithms

which exploit the structure of the key space cannot sort faster than 0(11 log k)

where k is the size of the key space.

• Memory usage (and use of other computer resources)

• Stability: stable sorts keep the relative order of elements that have an equal

key. That is, a sort algorithm is stable if whenever there are two records R

and S with the same key and with R appearing before S in the original list, R
will appear before S in the sorted list.

When equal elements are indistinguishable, such as with integers, stability is

not an issue. However, say we were sorting these pairs of numbers by their first
coordinate:

(4, 1) (3, 1) (3, 7) (5, 6)

In this case, two different results are possible, one, which preserves the order of

"equal" elements in the original, and one, which doesn't:

(3, 1) (3, 7) (4, 1) (5, 6) (Stable)

(3, 7) (3, 1) (4, 1) (5, 6) (Unstable)
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Sorting algorithms that are not stable can be specially implemented to be stable. One

way of doing this is to artificially extend the key comparison, so that comparisons

between two objects with otherwise equal keys are decided using thc order of the

entries in the original data order as a tiebreaker.

Some sorting algorithms follow, in typical runtime order, grouped by stability:

Stable:

• Bubble sort - O(n')

• Cocktail sort (bi-directional bubble sort) - O(n')

• Insertion sort - O(n')

• Bucket sort - O(n); requires O(n) extra memory

• Counting sort - O(n+k); requires O(n+k) extra memory

• Merge sort - O(n log n)

• Binary tree sort - O(n log n); requires O(n) extra memory

• Pigeonhole sort - O(n+k); requires O(k) extra memory

• Radix sort - O(nk); requires O(n) extra space

Unstable:

• Shell sort - O(n"')

• Comb sort - O(n log n)

• Selection sort - O(n')

• Heap sort - O(n log n)

• Smooth sort - O(n log n)

• Quicksort - O(n log n) expected time, O(n') worst case

• Several Unique Sort - 0(/1 u) expected time, O(n') worst case, when u=n and

where u is the number of the unique records

An exhaustive description of the sorting algorithms in out of the scope of this thesis,

interested readers can refer to standard textbooks like [22] [23].
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4.3 Dictionary Order / Lexicographical Sorting

In mathematics, the lexicographical order, or dictionary order, is a natural order

structure of the Cartesian product of two ordered sets. Given A and B, two ordered

sets, the lexicographical order in the Cartesian product A x B is defined as (a,b) =

(a',b') if and only if a < a' or (a = a' and b = b'). The name comes from its

generalizing the order given to words in a dictionary: a sequence of letters (i.e. a

word) a,aZ ...ak appears in a dictionary before a sequence bl bz...bk if and only if the

first ai which is different from bi comes before bi in the alphabet. An important

property of the lexicographical order is that it preserves well-orders, that is, if A and

B are well-ordered sets, then the product set A x B with the lexicographical order is

also well-ordered.

4.4 Sorting Difficulties of BangIa

In comparison with English we can say that English words are composed of

individual alphabets and so sorting of English word is quite simple. To sort English

words we start the comparison from the first letters of both the words and proceed

towards the end of the words comparing character by character pair e.g. Figure 4.1.

Based on the first dissimilar pair of characters, a sorting decision is made. There is

no modifier or compound character forms for English alphabet. So it's feasible to

compare English word pair to pair.

C TY
I

CITIZEN

Figure 4.1: English Word: Pair to Pair Sorting

In case of BangIa the scenario is quite different. BangIa words cannot be sorted using

such an ordinary algorithm [14]. In Bangia words vowel and consonant modifiers are

placed before, after, above of any character. Moreover, there are frequent uses of

compound characters. The actual BangIa sorting is based on the base letter value. In

logical BangIa sorting, a modifier comes after the base letter and the comparison is
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made according to the logic that is apart from the traditional typing style e.g. Figure

4.2. In Bangia, a base letter that is not modified by a vowel or consonant modifier

has a hidden modifier in the sequence after that. That basic form of that modifier is

15l. It comes after any base letter. For example 'l' is composed of'l' and I5l and <l is

composed of <l and 15l. So while doing Bangia sorting this important property of

Bangia alphabet has to be considered.

Ifwe do pair to pair sorting technique for Bangia, actual order will not come in

result, so we need to place the vowel and consonant modifiers into its right place

before sorting it.

Figure 4.2: BangIa Word: Pair to Pair sorting

So we need to apply proper sorting placement before sorting the Bangia text.

'l' ~

Figure 4.3: BangIa Word: Pair to Pair Sorting after the Placement of Modifiers into
its Right Position



Chapter 5: Description of the Developed Sorting Technique
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5.1 How the Sort Interface Works

The sort interface assumes that a Unicode valued document is already present. It will

sort the Unicode document using the ancillary table where the proper weight of a

BangIa Unicode character and type of the character is predefined. Then the algorithm

will work according to the predefined values. An important property of the interface

is it will shift the modifiers that are left biased or comes before a base letter. After

the shifting of the left placed modifiers the pair to pair sorting will work properly

(the logically sound character to character comparison will be done). The sort

interface picks the sort weight from the ancillary table and detemlinates a number for

each of the words of the Unicode documents. Then it will simply compare a word
according to the number determined.

The sort interface is based upon the platform of Turbo C. It takes input from the file

stream. And outputs the result into another file stream. The ancillary table is a

simple ASCII text file that contains three columns separated by comma (,). This table

being independent of the main program can be easily modified. This table is thus can

be adapted to any change in sort order. The first column contains the Unicode value

for a character. The second column contains the sort weight value suggested by

BangIa Academy dictionary. The third column contains remarks that describe

whether it is a base letter or left modifier or right modifier or a joint character. The
width of the first column is 4, width of the second

column is 2 and the width of the third column is 2.

5.2 Flow Chart of the Algorithm

The algorithm determines the whole sort value of a Unicode word. Here we have

used a variable where the weight of a pass is stored and it is called passweight. The

first task of the algorithm isjust to read the Unicode value ofa word from a list. In

the flow chart (Figure 5.1) after the starting of the algorithm it reads the Unicode

value of the word. Then it shifts the left modifiers to its appropriate position. Then it

points a single letter after pointing this, it detemlines the type of the letter from the

ancillary table. If base letter found then it checks whether the previous letter is a

modifier or a base letter. If the previous letter was a base letter, then it divides the
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passweight variable with 100 for adding two zero to the whole weight. After this it

adds the multiplication of the sort value of the letter with passweight to the whole

word value. If the previous letter was not a base letter then it just adds the

multiplication of the sort value of the letter with passweight to the whole word value.

Then it checks whether the letter pointer has pointed to the word end or not. If it has

pointed to the word end then it points to the next word, otherwise it points the next

letter of the word. Thus it covers the whole word list and stores the generated value

of the whole word list. After that it sorts the sort-value of the words using any third

party algorithm.
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Start

Read the Unicode
Value of a word from

the list

No

Yes

Shift The Left Modifiers to
right of the Base Letter

Select single pointed letter

No
Type=Modifier

if Previous letter!=Modifier then
passweight=passweight/ I00

weight=weight+( value*passwei ght)
passweight/= 100

No
Pointed letter=

NULL

Yes

Point Next Letter of the word

Sort Using the Generated Values

Yes

Figure 5.1: Flow Chart a/the Algorithm
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5.3 Generated Value for a Unicode Word

The algorithm distinguishes each Unicode value into four categories. (i) Base letter,

(ii) left placed Modifier, (iii) Right placed modifiers and (iv) Joint characters. The

algorithm groups a word into several pieces leaded by a base letter. As there are

ninety characters listed in the Unicode-sort order value list, each entity requires two-

digit value to represent its sort order value.

Therefore, a group contains a four-digit value (two digit for base letter and two digit

for modifier) to represent the group value. As the shift_modifier function shifts a

modifier to the right of the base letter, sort value of modifier comes after the sort

value of base letter. If there is no modifier following the base letter, two zeros are

inserted to fulfill the four-digit value of a group. To store the value of a word, a

single real number is used and except the first letter, the values come after point.

Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group

Point

Figure 5.2: Value generation of a word

So, according to the length ofa word, the sort value after decimal point of the word

becomes longer in size. For example, the word ~ (099509BE09AS099509CB)

gets the value 25.0346002519

0995 - 25 (Base Letter) } 2503
09BE - 03 (Modifier)

09AS - 46 (Base Letter) }- 00 (Base letter not followed by any modifier) 4600

0995 - 25 (Base Letter) } 2519
09CB - 19 (Modifier)
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the word 'PHc'PIU! (099509BE09A8099509CB099F09BE) gets the value

25.03460025 I93503

0995 - 25 (Base Letter) } 250309BE - 03 (Modifier)

09A8 - 46 (Base Letter) }- 00 (Base letter not followed by any modifier) 4600

0995 - 25 (Base Letter) } 2519
09CB - 19 (Modifier)

099F - 35 (Base Letter) } 350309BE - 03 (Modifier)

The ancillary table contains only a single value for a Unicode of a word. In Unicode

there is only one value assigned for a single character. So, from our ancillary table

we cannot get multiple values for a single character. According to our ancillary table

value and the algorithm 4*n digit value comes for n characters. Therefore, if two

values are same for two words, we can obviously say that those two words are same

because we are doing catenation of ancillary table value for a character according to

the order of its position in the word.

5.4 Using Number System for Bangia Word Comparison

The algorithm uses the decimal number system for determination of the value of a

Bangia Word. While sorting, we can't compare two BangIa word directly. We can't

even compare the Unicode value of two characters, as the sorting order of the

Unicode for BangIa is not ordered. So for the comparison of two BangIa words, the

algorithm works as following.

Lets we have two Bangia Word

~ (099509B009CD09AE099A09BE09B009CO)

'l'1>f'l'~",1C1 (099509 BE09B009CD09 AF099 509B009 AD09 BE09C7 09AC)
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Analyzing the value of~ (099509B009CD09AE099A09BE09B009CO) we get

the following result. Uniqueness of the generated value is presented in chapter 6 with

the aid of mathematical analysis.

'!' 0995
'I 09BO
, 09CD
"'l 09AE
D 099A
1 09BE
'I 09BO

'1 09CO

Applying the procedure for shifting the modifier we get the following order:

'!' 0995
'I 09BO
, 09CD
"'l 09AE
D 099A
1 09BE
'I 09BO

'1 09CO

According to the ancillary table we get the following values:

'!' 0995 25
'I 09BO 54
, 09CD 63
"'l 09AE 51
D 099A 30
1 09BE 03
'I 09BO 54

'1 09CO 07



Considering the ancillary table value and the type of the character we get the

following values:

<1'+0 0995+0000 2500
'1+, 09BO+09CD 5463
'1+0 09AE+0000 5100
H1 099A+09BE 3003
'1+'1 09BO+09CO 5407

So we get the value 25.005463510030035407 for the word ~

(099509B009CD09 AE099 A09BE09B009CO)

On the other hand, analyzing the value of 'l'1>l'l''''''iCii

(099509BE09B009CD09AF099509B009AD09BE09C709AC) we get the following

result

<I' 0995
1 09BE
'I 09BO
, 09CD
>j 09AF
<I' 0995
'I 09BO

'" 09AD
1 09BE
1: 09C7
Of 09AC

Applying the procedure for shifting the modifier we get the following order:

<I' 0995
1 09BE
'I 09BO
, 09CD
"'l 09AF
<I' 0995
'I 09BO

'" 09AD
1 09BE
Of 09AC
1: 09C7
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According to the ancillary table we get the following values:

'I' 0995 25
1 09BE 03
<I 09BO 54
, 09CD 63
<I 09AF 52

'I' 0995 25
<I 09BO 54

'" 09AD 50
1 09BE 03
<! 09AC 49
1: 09C7 15

Considering the ancillary table value and the type of the character we get the

following values:

'1'+1 0995+09BE 2503
<1+, 09BO+09CD 5463
<1+0 09AF+0000 5200
'1'+0 0995+0000 2500
<1+0 09BO+0000 5400
"'+1 09AD+09BE 5003
<!+1: 09AC+09C7 4915

So we get the value 25.03546352002500540050034915 for the word "'1<f"'~",IC'1

(099509BE09B009CD09 AF099509B009 AD09BE09C709 AC)

So, after the determination of a single value for a Bangia word, we can just simply

compare them according to their extracted value.

38



Chapter 6: Mathematical Analysis
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6.1 Complexity Analysis of the Sort Algorithm

The rapid advances in computer technology made physical measures (run-time,

memory requirements) irrelevant. A more standardized measure is the number of

elementary computer operations it takes to solve the problem in worst case. The

complexity of the value-determination algorithm is dependent upon the number of

alphabets in a word, the alphabet itself and the number of words in the list to be

sorted. The alphabets and their dictionary sorting order are sequentially placed in the

ancillary table and the algorithm needs to perform number of read operations

depending on the placement positions of the alphabet. If the alphabet of the BangIa

word is placed in the first position of the ancillary table then it needs only one read

operation. On the other hand, if the alphabet of the BangIa word is placed in the last

position of the Ancillary table, then it needs Ninety read operations to be performed.

In the ancillary table, Bangia alphabets and their sort value placement has been done

in the sequence of Unicode placement. However, if we place them with the help of

frequency of their use, the algorithm will be more time consuming.

The algorithm works in the order of O(n2). Lets say there is only one alphabet in a

word:

In the best-case scenario,

o One read operation would be needed.

o One comparison operation would be needed.

In the worst-case scenario,

o 90 read operations would be needed.

o 90 comparisons would be needed.

If there are K alphabets in a word:

In the best-case scenario,

o K read operations would be needed.

o K comparisons would be needed.



In the worst-case scenario,

o 90 * K read operations will be needed.

o 90 * K comparison operations will be needed.

If there are N words in the list:

In the best-case scenario,

o K * N read operations are required

o K * N + N comparisons are required

o N divisions will be needed.

o N multiplications will be needed.

o N additions will be needed.

In the worst-case scenario,

o 90 * K * N read operations are required

o K * N + N comparisons are required

o N divisions will be needed.

o N multiplications will be needed.

o N additions will be needed.

So for the Best-case scenario N ( 2K + 4 ) computer operations are needed

So for the Worst-case scenario N ( 91K + 4 ) computer operations are needed

Besides these, many more factors affect the computational complexity of the

algorithm. However, the Number of Words versus CPU Time has been calculated for

several sample data e.g. Table 6. I. that express that the preprocessing of BangIa text

increases the sorting time almost twice of straightforward sorting.

41
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Number of Words Value Determination Value Determination
and Bubble Sort

Time in Milliseconds (CPU Sneed 2.4 GHz)
100 54.945 54.945
200 109.896 109.896
500 219.780 219.780
1000 439.560 494.505
1500 659.341 745.757
2000 879.121 1038.460
3000 1318.681 2170.382
5000 2087.912 3689.650
10000 4175.824 7268.610
20000 8241.758 14944.263

Table 6. J: Number of Words versus CPU Time

6.2 Prove by Induction Method that the Values of two Different
Word will not be the Same

Let us say that A and B are two Unicode words and their generated sort values arc X

and Y respectively. And we assume that A<>B. We want to prove that, the generated

sort values are distinct.

Now from the first fraction (base letter with modifier as well as with blank modifier)

of A and B let we get two values x 1 and yl. As the ancillary table retums a unique

value for an alphabet, there is no possibility that these two values are same unless the

first fractions of the two words are same.

Now from the second fraction of A and B let we get two values Xz and Yz. Again the

ancillary table retums a unique value for an alphabet and there is no possibility that

these two values are same unless the second fractions of the two words are same.

Let n is the last number of fraction of the shortest word. From this nth fraction of A

and B let we get two values Xn and Yn. These two values will not be the same one if

the nth fraction of A and B are same.

After that the shortest word will not produce any value as n is the end fraction of that

and for the other word we will get values that will cause catenation to the end of the

nth fraction value of that word.
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Now, from our analysis we can get that

An+]

An+2

At

unless they are same

unless they are same

unless they are same

If A is the longest word

If A is the longest word

if A is the longest word and t is the last number of

fraction of A

X=X]&X2&X3 &X, (t is the last number of fraction of A)

y=y]&y2&y3 &yn (n is the last number of fraction of B)

Now, X and Y can only be the same ifand only if the lengths of the words are same

and every value of the pair fractions are same. But it is only possible when these two

words are same because there is only one value mapped for a Unicode symbol in the

ancillary table.

Therefore we can prove that if two words are same, their sort values are also same.

6.2 Prove by Contradiction that the Values of two Different Word
Will not be the Same

Let us say that A and B is two Unicode words and their generated sort values are

same = X

From the previous discussion we get that the length of the each word is X/4 (as each

fraction (base letter with modifier as well as with blank modifier) occupies four sort

digit value). Now consider the first alphabet of each of the words (A] for the first
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word, BI for the second word). As the sort weight values of the two different words

are same, value of the first pair of them are also same because the ancillary table

return unique value for any given Unicode value positioned in the range 0980-09FF.

So we are getting that the first fraction (base letter with modifier as well as with

blank modifier) are same. So AI=BI.

Now come to the second alphabet of each of the words (A2 for the first word, B2 for

the second word). Sort weight values of the two different words are same, so we can

get that the value of the second pair of the words are same. So we are getting that the

second fraction are same also. So A2=B2•

So, for the nth alphabet of each of the words (An for the first word, Bn for the second

word). Again the sort weight values of the two different words are same, so we can

get that the value of the nth pair of the words are same. So we are getting that the nth

fraction are same also. So An=Bn.

From our analysis we can get that

AI=BI

A2=B2

So we can say that A=B that means the said two words are same. Therefore we can

prove that if sort values of two words are same, the words are also same.



Chapter 7: Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Study
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7.1 Conclusion

To develop an effective and suitable BangIa sort program a lot of theoretical as well

as practical studies are inevitable. Theoretical studies need long time's concentration

and dedication. Group work is the best way for that. Practical study is expensive,

requires a lot of sample documents collection, users feedback collection, a huge

amount of data entry and data collection. A vast amount of investment in temlS of

time and money including mental effort is required. The algorithm is not based upon

any proprietary solution but free to change the order of the sorting. We cannot only

sort our words according to Bangia Academy but it can be changed if any future

amendment is made without causing the algorithm to be changed. Moreover, there is

future probation for the Unicode extension for BangIa. As we are shifting the

modifiers before sending a word to the value detection function, we are getting the

right sorting result. While doing this work we have tried to develop the platform for

weight independent sorting technique for BangIa but this work need to be extended
in future.

7.2 Suggestions for Future Study

7.2.1 Consider the Second and Third Level of Compound Characters

Bangia alphabet can have up to three levels of compound characters as we discussed

before. Our algorithm adjusts the position of the left biased modifiers into its right

place. But in our algorithm we have only considered the first level (composed of two

characters) of compound characters. In future there is opportunity for expanding the

algorithm for the other two levels. While preprocessing the word, ifmore than one

joint character mark found inside the word, then the left modifier can be placed all

after the whole compound character. For the second level joint character, the

swapping should be made by placing two joint characters inside the swap characters.

For the third level compound characters, swapping can be made by placing three

joint characters inside the swap characters.
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7.2.2 Consider the Three-digit Yalue for a Sort Weight Yalue in the Ancillary
Table

In our algorithm the ancillary table we used contains two-digit weight value for a

character. In our day-to-day life the essentiality of the compound characters is very

much. As there are some places reserved for Bangia for future expansion, the number

of Bangia words in Unicode can be extended in the future. The peoples responsible

from the government body are trying to include our essential characters in Unicode.

So in the future if our characters are included in the Unicode then this algorithm will

not support, as there are two digits for sorting weight. So the sort weight digit can be

expanded to three to replenish the future expansion possibility.

7.2.3 Consider Alphabet Frequency for the Arrangement of Bangia Alphabets

in the Ancillary Table

The placement of alphabets and their sorting order are sequential 111 the ancillary

table and to find the sort value for a particular Bangia alphabet, the number of read

operations varies depending the position of a Bangia alphabet. If the alphabet of the

Bangia word is placed in the first position of the ancillary table then the algorithm

needs only one read operation to find the sort value of that particular alphabet. On

the other hand, in the worst-case scenario, if the alphabet of the Bangia word is

placed in the last position of the Ancillary table, then it needs Ninety read operations

to be performed (Number of lines in the ancillary table). If the usual Bangia alphabet

using frequency is applied for the placement of Bangia alphabets in the ancillary

table, then the algorithm will need lees time to calculate the sort value for a Bangia

word. The most used alphabets should be placed first in the ancillary table. Moreover

indexing can be applied for better performance.
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Appendix A: Principal BangIa Alphabet List of Unicode [24]

09..\ O3B 09+:

0 ~

~ ~• ,.-,
2 "\

."
l 1:..,
<

5 - •••
6 '011 ~ 11

••• •
= 51 ~7 ~.., ...., .'" so&/

a ~ II ';j ~ 11- ••• •••
9 ~ IS 0

••• ••• •••
A ~ S ~..~-
B t1I ~

••• •
c ~ iSl 9

.,.:(. '''of:

0 ~ 1!~.
[ ~

~<

F ~ ~
••• ~, ".
Figure: A.I Unicode List jor BangIa
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Appendix B: Principal BangIa Alphabet List of BangIa Academy

Dictionary [12]

General Alphabet Order Suggested By Bangia Academy

~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-0-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~_u_
~-~-o-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-V-TI
-~-~-:-

Alphabet Order Used in Bangia Academy Dictionary

~-~-~-~-~-~-~- ~ - 0 - ~ - ~ -~-: -' -~-~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~_
~-u-~-~-~-o-V-~-~(~-~-~-~-~-~_~_~_~_~_~_TI_~_~_
~-~-~-~

Order of Vowel Modifiers Suggested By Bangia Academy

1 - f - - - - C - C - C 1 - CT~" "

Order of Consonant Modifiers Suggested By Bangia Academy

"'1-t1-J-'-.l-o-l-"l

Order of Compound Characters Suggested By Bangia Academy

'li - ~ - 'IJ' - "l' - <Jl - '!~-l1i - "lP - wp - ~ - "f - \9il - '6'l - w- C!!i: - l'>!l3 - \'lSi - iijj - m - '<l3 _ ~

- ra - 'W - 11 - % - ~~ - ~ - 'i5 - ~ - "' - ;t - "R - 'il - 'l) - 'fit - '!'l - "i - 'ili - '!J - 'i1 - oj} - ~

-~-",-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-
~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-

~ - ""'f - >if - ~ - ~ >:ji
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Unicode (4 Sort weight (2 Remarks (2
character place) character place) character place)
0985 01
0986 02
09BE 03 RM
0987 04
09BF 05 LM
0988 06
09CO 07 RM
0989 08
09C1 09 RM
098A 10
09C2 11 RM
098B 12
09C3 13 RM
988F 14
09C7 15 LM
0990 16
09C8 17 LM
0993 18
09CB 19 RM
0994 20
09CC 21 RM
0982 22
0983 23 RM
0981 24 RM
0995 25 BL
0996 26 BL
0997 , 27 BL
0998 28 BL
0999 29 BL
099A 30 BL
099B 31 BL
099C 32 BL
099D 33 BL
099E 34 BL
099F 35 BL
09AO 36 BL
09A1 37 BL
09DC 38 BL
09A2 39 BL
09DD 40 BL
09A3 41 BL
09A4 42 BL
09A5 43 BL
09A6 44 BL
09A7 45 BL
09A8 46 BL
09AA 47 BL
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09AB 48 BL
09AC 49 BL
09AD 50 BL
09AE 51 BL
09AF 52 BL
09DF 53 BL
09BO 54 BL
09B2 55 BL
09B6 56 BL
09B7 57 BL
09B8 58 BL
09B9 59 BL
098C 60
09BC 61
09C4 62
09CD 63 JC
09D7 64 RM
09EO 65
09E1 66
09E2 67
09E3 68
09E6 69
09E7 70
09E8 71
09E9 72
09EA 73
09EB 74
09EC 75
09ED 76
09EE 77
09EF 78
09FO 79
09Fl 80
09F2 81
09F3 82
09F4 83
09F5 84
09F6 85
09F7 86
09F8 87
09F9 88
09FA 89
09BD 90



Appendix D: Acronyms

ISO: International Organization for Standardization

IEC: International E1ectrotechnical Commission.

ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange

HTML: Hypertext Markup Language

UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

KDE: Kernel Development Environment

OCR: Optical Character Reader
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